
TEXT OF THE STATEMENT ON ORIGIN 

The statement on origin referred to in Article ORIG.19 [Statement on origin] of this 

Agreement shall be made out using the text set out below in one of the following language 

versions and in accordance with the laws and regulations of the exporting Party. If the 

statement on origin is handwritten, it shall be written in ink in printed characters. The 

statement on origin shall be made out in accordance with the respective footnotes. The 

footnotes do not have to be reproduced. 

- Bulgarian version 

- Croatian version  

- Czech version  

- Danish version  

- Dutch version  

- English version  

- Estonian version  

- Finnish version  

- French version  

- German version  

- Greek version  

- Hungarian version  

- Italian version  

- Latvian version  

- Lithuanian version  

- Maltese version  

- Polish version  

- Portuguese version  

- Romanian version  

- Slovak version  

- Slovenian version  

- Spanish version  

- Swedish version 

 

The statement on origin must be provided on an invoice, or any other commercial document 

(excluding a bill of lading), describing the originating product in sufficient detail to enable its 

identification and pertaining to the specific consignment.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



(Period: from___________ to __________1 ) 

The exporter of the products covered by this document (Exporter Reference No ... 2) declares 

that, 

except where otherwise clearly indicated, these products are of ...3 preferential origin. 

 

…………………………………………………………….............................................4 

(Place and date) 

 

……………………………………………………………............................................. 

(Name of the exporter) 

 

 
1 If the statement on origin is completed for multiple shipments of identical originating products within the meaning of point 

(b) of Article ORIG.19(4) [Statement on Origin] of this Agreement, indicate the period for which the statement on origin is 

to apply. That period shall not exceed 12 months. All importations of the product must occur within the period indicated. If a 

period is not applicable, the field may be left blank. 

 
2 Indicate the reference number by which the exporter is identified. For the Union exporter, this will 

be the number assigned in accordance with the laws and regulations of the Union. For the United 

Kingdom exporter, this will be the number assigned in accordance with the laws and regulations 

applicable within the United Kingdom. Where the exporter has not been assigned a number, this 

field may be left blank. 

 
3 Indicate the origin of the product: the United Kingdom or the Union. 

4 Place and date may be omitted if the information is contained on the document itself. 


